WE 3 DATA.
AND YOU?
Today, all companies must face the challenge of really understanding its
customers - what they want, when they want it and how they want it.
They must be able to analyse how individual customers interact with their
brands and products across a wide range of channels. Data provides answers to these questions and is the basis for future measures. However, this
customer data often to be found in various data silos and is incomplete
or outdated, making merging seem almost impossible. And even when it
can be collected, it is not easy to keep the data quality at a constantly
high level. In order to get the best out of data, it must be monitored and
optimised throughout its entire life cycle.

DATA

We make data better! Every day - and that for more than 50 years! UNISERV combines expert technologies, processes and services to ensure highquality data and a 360° customer view across all fields and channels. By
comparing customer-related data from wide-ranging systems, optimising
business-partner data, identifying duplicates, and enriching it with transaction information, you have the most up-to-date knowledge in real time - the
prerequisite for intelligent decision-making processes. Away from data silos
towards well-founded business decisions. Away from individual measures
towards a comprehensive customer journey. Away from established business models towards the digital future. #WeLoveData

UNISERV

KNOWLEDGE

“A complete picture of your customers gives
your company a competitive advantage. The real
challenge is knowing where to start. You must make
informed decisions by integrating the right data from
all customer touchpoints so that business users and
analysis teams don't become lost in fragmented data.“

ROLAND PFEIFFER, CEO

#TeamUniserv

WHY CUSTOMER
DATA MANAGEMENT?

1

POWER OF THE CUSTOMER
Respond promptly to all interactions with
your brand, whilst understanding your
customers in the right context.
#CustomerExperience

2

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Communicate with your customers in real
time across every channel.
#CustomerJourneyManagement

3

DATA GOVERNANCE

Develop your products and services in an
agile way whilst complying with an increasing amount of ever stricter regulations.
#RiskManagement

4

BIG DATA

Exploit growing amounts of data to provide
your customers with better and more
personalised offers.
#DataAnalytics

WE ARE CUSTOMER
DATA EXPERTS

OUR
EXPERTISE

DATA
QUALITY

CUSTOMER
DATA HUB

UNISERV is the leading expert for intelligent
solutions surrounding the management of customer data. Experience and competence from
more than five decades are bundled in the
two business units Data Quality Solutions
and Customer Data Hub Solutions.

With our extensive range of data quality solutions, we analyse, structure and standardise your data, compare address components
with reference data, correct them where
necessary and enrich them with
additional information.

Der Customer Data Hub aggregiert alle Daten
aus ERP, CRM-, Shop-, und anderen Quellen und
schafft ein zentrales Geschäftspartnerprofil.
Dank der integrierten Plattform verfügen
alle Ihre Teams über konsistentes Kunden
wissen und können flexibler arbeiten.

OUR
TEAM

OUR
CUSTOMERS

OUR
PROMISE

At our headquarters in Pforzheim and in
our offices in Paris, France and Cluj, Romania, more than 140 employees work with
passion and motivation to generate comprehensive customer knowledge
from your data.

With several thousand installations worldwide we support customers such as Allianz, Deutsche Bank, eBay, KIND Hörgeräte, E.ON, Lufthansa, Siemens, TUI and
VOLKSWAGEN with a wide range of
data management project scenarios.

Our customer data management solutions
add value and sustainability to your customer
relationships. You benefit immediately from
more efficient business processes, direct
competitive advantages and
lower costs.

MAKE WELL-FOUNDED
DECISIONS
Do your processes run anything but smoothly? Do you make decisions
based on your instincts? Does your CRM have blank areas? When it comes
to complex business decisions, your instincts are of little use, because only
the facts are decisive. The increasing complexity and dynamics of company
environments require decisions based on reliable key figures. But data-driven decisions and the resulting business processes are only as good as the
data they are based upon.
To get the most out of your data, you must understand, maintain, protect
and monitor it constantly. Our goal is to keep the quality of your customer data at a high level during its entire period of use - from the analysis

of data stocks and an initial clean-up, to the implementation of a data
quality firewall to prevent ongoing data pollution, and on to continuous
monitoring of the data quality levels reached.
UNISERV provides a combination of high-performance solutions and experienced consultants as part of our tried and tested 4-Step method to
master these tasks. The four steps of Data Analysis, Data Cleansing, Data
Protection and Data Governance ensure that your data is ready for use.
Thus, you can always rely on your data and have everything in immediate
view. Be one step ahead of the competition and make the right decisions
for tomorrow, today!

WHAT DOES BAD DATA COST? THE RULE OF TEN APPLIES HERE.
+ €1 per data record for introducing a software solution for ensuring that data is cleansed when entered.
+ €10 per data record for implementing data cleansing measures at regular intervals.
+ €100 per data record for doing nothing: returned deliveries, missed sales opportunities, low productivity...

01/ DATA ANALYSING
Does your database suit your business requirements?
Transform vague assumptions into precise knowledge
about the current status of your data.

04/ DATA GOVERNANCE
Adapt data management to your business
processes, set up your own DQ rules and,
in the long term, orientate yourself
to secure KPIs.

02/ DATA CLEANSING
Tidy up your data chaos, identify duplicates,
and correct records with an
intuitive dashboard.

03/ DATA PROTECTION
Stay on the ball and inspect your data
directly during collection by having the
system support you.

POWERFUL
DATA QUALITY

DUPLICATE CHECK

ADDRESS CHECK

+

Unique identification of all business partners

+

Consistently correct and complete address data worldwide

+

Identify and use relationships between entities

+

Correct address formatting & structuring

+

Country-specific knowledge when dealing with blurring

+

Highest topicality of reference data

CONTACT DATA

EMBARGO CHECK

+

Names, email addresses, telephone and mobile numbers, bank details, VAT ID, ...

+

Professional matching against sanction lists

+

Correction, standardising & correct formatting

+

Provision of reliable hit logs

+

Smooth communication with customers & business partners

+

Ensuring conformity with compliance requirements

ENRICHMENT

DASHBOARDING & KPI

+

Enrichment with valuable external information

+

Mapping data quality at system and process levels

+

Social media, credit checks, purchasing behaviour, geocoding data, ...

+

Display of configurable KPIs on a dashboard

+

Consolidation of internal company data

+

Targeted data stewardship & optimisation measures

INTEGRATION

DQ CLOUD

+

UNISERV data quality as integrated services in ERP-, CRM and web shop systems

+

Short project times and lower risks

+

Plug & Play solutions for leading providers

+

High flexibility - no infrastructure necessary

+

In-house SAP consulting and development expertise

+

Scalable quickly and easily

FROM TOXIC DATA
TO SMART DATA
A toxic data environment exists when departments manage their data in silos without working towards a comprehensive, uniform image of the
customer. This weakens your company's ability to communicate consistently with your customers across all channels:

DELAY

UNCERTAINTY

You cannot obtain information
and insights in real-time.

You are unable to make
predictable business & marketing
investments.

FRAGMENTATION

OVERWORK

Your heterogeneous systems
lead to an incomplete view of
your customers.

Your analysis team is flooded with
inefficient ad hoc requests from
internal decision makers.

A smart data environment is created when departments work together to share data from as many sources as possible. IT, online and offline
marketing, product development, merchandising and customer service all work together to focus on a complete image of the customer:

KNOWLEDGE

SEGMENTATION

A deeper understanding
of your customers' wishes,
needs and motivation.

Prioritised segments help you
communicate more efficiently
and give your customers exactly what they want.

CONTROL
A central location to call up
data about existing customers
and potential new customers

PRODUCTIVITY
With smart data, your team
works faster and more flexibly
and makes better decisions.

HOLISTIC
DATA MANAGEMENT
To act worldwide whilst maintaining close local customer contacts across
all channels is a major challenge for many companies. In today’s highly
dynamic and extremely competitive market, targeted customer contact
and long-term business partner loyalty are decisive for keeping ahead of
the competition. However, although the information required is available,
it is often spread around the entire company in heterogeneous IT systems.
Data silos hinder a 360° customer view and inconsistencies in the data
dilute the customer image. The result: Sub-optimal customer service annoys customers, cross-selling and up-selling potential is not exploited, and
compliance requirements cannot be fulfilled.

Central
data control

Linking
isolated data

The solution: A central platform where quality-assured business partner
data is collected and combined from all channels and organisational areas.
Our customised data management solution with its focus on customer
master and business partner data supports you by providing up-to-date,
reliable master data company-wide and across all systems.
Within our Customer Data Platform (CDP), Master Data Management
(MDM) and Special Data Hubs (xDH) solutions, the UNISERV Customer
Data Hub serves as the technical basis for topical and consistently available business partner data.

Unique
customer profiles

Data security &
data protection

UNISERV CUSTOMER DATA PLATFORM
+

Formation of unique customer profiles & a 360° customer view

+

Personalised customer journey management

+

Enrichment of customer profiles with relevant transaction data

UNISERV MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
+

An integrated MDM platform promotes collaboration and productivity

+

Accurate company-wide database for well-founded business decisions

+

No changes to existing data models or system landscapes

UNISERV SPECIAL DATA HUB
+

Individual hub customised precisely to your individual requirements

+

Adaptation of the basic functionality of the customer data hub to your market environment

+

Connection of external data sources (branch data etc.) is possible

THE UNISERV
GOLDEN PROFILE
Do you collect data online and offline, but can hardly combine them? Do you
have a target group whose data is widely spread and therefore incomplete?
Do you need to be able to bring all data together in one place to identify the
most valuable segments for each channel? Ideally, you would like to know
each customer well and address them individually?

With our Ground Truth solution and process

However, all of this data must first be made available, prepared and validated.
Master data and transaction data is usually spread around in several company
systems - be it CRM systems, ticketing, ERP solutions or call centre applications. Without technical support it is almost impossible to combine the data
managed in different systems and make it available for your business processes. This is exactly where we start with our expertise. With our Ground Truth
solution and process methodology, we create a reliable and comprehensive
profile of your customers and business partners - the UNISERV Golden Profile.

methodology, we create a reliable and comprehensive
profile of your customers and business partners.
In order to individually personalise contents and address it in real time and
selectively play it out, the largest possible data record of the respective business-partner history is necessary. This includes all business-partner information – i.e. master data, and (in particular) transaction data. These include
address data, purchase behaviour, purchase history, preferences and the traces each business partner leaves behind on the internet and in social media.

The Golden Profile is a central business partner master profile which, in addition to important key features of a business partner from the widest variety
of data sources - both internally and externally - also contains transaction
and interaction data. It also has links to all master data sources where the
business partner characteristics it contains are used. This ensures that when
an attribute is altered in one data source, this alteration is also synchronised
in all other sources using the same attribute. This enables the continuous
enrichment and updating process described above to be performed without
the need for manual alterations.

THE GOLDEN RECORD
The golden record contains consolidated and qualityassured customer master data. It is the Single Point of Truth
and enables accurate master data of every customer to be
available company wide.
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ACTIONS IN THE SHOP
+ Complaint article 15376923
+ Message contact form
+ Subscribe to newsletter

THE GOLDEN PROFILE
The Golden Profile is based on the Golden Record, and also
contains the transaction and interaction data, such as orders,
transactions, click streams, opinions, preferences, etc. This information creates a truly comprehensive 360° customer view
which gives you precise segmentation and personalisation.

+ New password requested

RECENT PURCHASES

TURN DATA INTO
KNOWLEDGE
The UNISERV Customer Data Hub is the professional solution behind the
Ground Truth. With this lean, customised customer data management
concept, you can create Golden Records and Golden Profiles and have all
company-wide information about a customer immediately available. The
Golden Profiles are managed using a central platform, the Customer Data
Hub (CDH). Data quality tools form the basis of the Golden Record, ensuring topical, unambiguous and reliable customer data. The various sources
are then assigned to a single Golden Profile within the CDH. Data silos are
broken up and fragmented data becomes a thing of the past. In addition,
these data records are enriched with interaction and transaction data.
The central focus of our product portfolio and consultation is always the
quality of your data. We provide a complete software and consulting
solution with which you can create consistent, topical and immediately
available business partner data and manage it efficiently. No complex integration project, no complex programming and adaptation times and no
changes to the existing data models are necessary. The solution is individually customised to the requirements of each company and implemented
in a multi-stage, methodically defined process. As a result, you benefit
from tangible added value after just three months. The return on investment (ROI) is promptly visible.

THE FOUR PROJECT STEPS OF GROUND TRUTH

1

Consolidation of business partner data from the various
source systems (ERP, CRM etc.) on a central platform –
the UNISERV Customer Data Hub

2

Use of UNISERV Data Quality Solutions for cleansed,
structured and topical data and creation of the
Golden Record.

3

Enrichment of the Golden Record with valuable external
transaction and interaction data (from data providers, online
platforms etc.) to form the Golden Profile.

4

Making the Golden Profile available to all business
processes for optimisation and innovation of services
and service provisions.

TRANSACTION DATA

Call centre

CRM / ERP

INTERACTION DATA

Support portal

Web shops

GOLDEN PROFILE

UNISERV CUSTOMER DATA HUB
with integrated Data Quality Solutions
Address check

+

Duplicate check

Dashboarding & KPI

+

+

Contact data check

+

Enrichment

Creation of the Golden Record

LEGACY SYSTEMS

EXTERNAL DATA
OPERATIVE
SYSTEMS

Social media

Web tracking

AGILE CONSULTING
FOR YOUR PROJECTS
Our consultants look after and advise you step by step on the path to your data management project. With experienced consultants, powerful tools and proven
procedures, we provide you with everything you need for optimal handling of your data management projects.

INSTALLATION &
CONFIGURATION

INTEGRATION &
ARCHITECTURE PLANNING
Integration of data management tools in
your company architecture.

Development and implementation
of your individual requirements for
our products.

DATA PREPARATION &
MANAGED SERVICES
Upon request, we can supply data
“fit for use” for your business
requirements.

With our customer-orientated project methodology, we support you as a trusted consultant from the planning stage, through technical implementation, and on to
rollout and going live. With this expertise, our customer data experts will lead your project to success - on time and within budget. We will not leave you alone.

WORKSHOPS &
TRAINING
KPI &
DASHBOARDING
PROCESS CONSULTATION
& ROI VIEWING
Individual cost and benefit analysis for
efficient business processes.

We work together with you to develop reliable statements from your
instincts.

We show you how to become a
Customer Data Expert.

BUSINESS
CASES
Everybody and everything are connected today. Ever faster innovation
cycles and increasing expectations of customers require companies to
be extremely agile and able to quickly adapt their business models to
changing market conditions. Data management with the support of
UNISERV not only means securely integrating data from different data
sources. Instead, we also help you to increase the quality of your data
throughout your company in a wide variety of business scenarios, because data quality and data integration play a key role in a wide range
of future-orientated, intelligent technologies.

When there is a lot at stake, you need a partner with a proven track record.
UNISERV has been the data management expert for business partner data for
more than five decades and has acquired the skills necessary for solving all
kinds of business challenges. Working with countless companies over the many
years, we have learned to take a closer look to reveal inefficiencies and opportunities. We have analysed problems, solved them, learned from them and
integrated what we have learned into our offers. Today you can benefit directly
from our knowledge and experience. Do you have special wishes and requirements for your customer data management project? Then please contact us.

WITH THE SOLUTIONS FROM UNISERV ...
+ you create a resilient and reliable data foundation.
+ you exploit the fullest potential of your customer data.
+ you increase the value of your customer relationships.
+ you make your business processes faster and more efficient.

MERGERS &
ACQUISITIONS

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
MANAGEMENT

DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

PREDICTIVE
ANALYTICS

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

CRM
MIGRATION

COMPLIANCE &
DATA GOVERNANCE

BRANCH
BENEFITS

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ENERGY PROVIDERS

TRADE AND COMMERCE

Banks and insurance companies must adapt
to today's customer, who is socially networked and better informed, does everything on
their smartphone and wants to keep in touch
with their adviser at all times and anywhere.
With UNISERV, financial service providers
can inspire their customers with individual
services across all channels.

Smart home and e-Mobility provide a multitude of opportunities for new customised
solutions for every customer. Location finders
for e-charging stations, intelligent measuring
devices or AI for device analysis or avoiding
problems are just a couple of examples of
how you can develop new, innovative approaches with a solid database.

Thanks to smartphones and apps, consumers
today are highly networked and well informed.
The physical retail shop has long been just
one point of contact for many people. A 360°
customer view helps you to remain agile and to
network the entire shopping experience, from
the retail shop to online, and on to the service
centre, thus completely redesigning it.

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

HEALTH SERVICES

In the age of Industry 4.0, not only devices
and products communicate intelligently with
each other - the entire production logistics
process is changing too. By networking
logistics, production, sales, marketing and
service on one platform, you can automate
business processes and increase your productivity and efficiency.

Network your company with prospects and
purchasers across all channels - from the
internet to social media, customer communities and mobile apps. With UNISERV you
can guide your customers from all channels
with a personalised "customer journey"
and address them in all phases of their
decision making.

Wearable technology, sensors, networked products - valuable data is generated
everywhere. With UNISERV, life science
companies can take better care of their
customers and patients and ensure that
the right people can communicate with
each other and have the right information
available at all stages.

OUR INSPIRATION –
ENTHUSIASTIC CUSTOMERS.
“In terms of data quality, we chose UNISERV because the company can look
back on a decades-long history of data quality projects.”

# PaulThemann @KINDHoergeraete

“UNISERV helps us not only to respond to the challenges of
digitisation, but to actively use them. With the help of significantly increased data quality and the Golden Record ID, we
have the optimal basis for extracting our data, evaluating it
and deriving sensible measures from it.”

# PhilippAnhalt @DPD_Germany

SUCCESSFUL NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES PUT THEIR TRUST IN UNISERV

UNISERV GmbH
Rastatter Straße 13 + 75179 Pforzheim + Germany
+49 7231 936 - 0 + info@uniserv.com + www.uniserv.com

